CIRCULAR

Subject: Hindi version of the ECI main website-reg.

As per the directions of the Hon’ble Commission, Commission’s new website was launched on 12th November 2018. The new website was designed keeping in kind with extended features for better accessibility, interoperability and responsiveness. It allowed integration with various mobile applications to provide extensive reach to citizens and other stakeholders.

- After the General Elections to Lok Sabha 2019, the development of the Hindi version of ECI main website was completed and made live on 4th June 2019. The URL of the newly developed Hindi website is https://hindi.eci.gov.in. The link of the website is available on the top of the main website (English). The functionality and design of the website are completely the same as of the main website. All translated content has been taken from the Rajbhasha Division of ECI.

The bilingual Documents, Instructions, Press Releases, Circulars etc are now available on Hindi website as well as on ECI main website. All state of the art features such as responsive design, easy navigation, advanced search, universal accessibility and dynamic content and sharing have been duly incorporated. This is for kind information of all officers/officials of ECI.
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